DIRECTIONS TO THE RESIDENCE HALLS

Directions to the General Area:

- **From the West**: Take the Massachusetts Turnpike East to Exit 22 Copley Square/Prudential Center. Follow the signs marked Copley Square, and at the end of the ramp, take a left onto Dartmouth Street. The 5th set of lights is Commonwealth Avenue. Please follow your building specific directions from here.
- **From the South**: Follow signs for Route 93 North (Southeast Expressway). You will enter the Liberty Tunnel and pass by the first exit (Government Center). The next exit is Storrow Drive/North Station – exit here and stay in the right lane of the ramp. Follow the Storrow Drive exit signs and merge to the right once you get on Storrow Drive. After you pass the Government Center Exit, get into the left lane and exit under the Arthur Fiedler Footbridge at the Copley Square Exit. At the light, take a right onto Beacon Street. Please follow your building specific directions from here.
- **From the North**: From Routes 1 and 93, follow signs for Storrow Drive, then follow directions from the SOUTH.

Directions to Crowninsheld Hall (164 Marlborough Street) #7 on the map below:

- **From the Corner of Commonwealth and Dartmouth**: Make a left onto Commonwealth Avenue. Make your second right onto Fairfield Street. Make a right onto Marlborough Street. Go through one intersection and Crowninsheld Hall will be on the right near the next light.
- **From Beacon Street**: Make a left at the third light onto Exeter Street. Make the next left onto Marlborough Street and Crowninsheld Hall will be on the right.

Directions to Tudor Hall (125/127 Commonwealth Avenue) #8/9 on the map below:

- **From the Corner of Commonwealth and Dartmouth**: Make a right onto Commonwealth Avenue. Make your second left onto Berkeley Street. Make your next immediate left to go the opposite direction on Commonwealth Avenue. Go through one light and Tudor Hall will be on the right in the middle of the block.
- **From Beacon Street**: Make a left at the first light onto Clarendon Street. Make a right at the second light onto Commonwealth Avenue. Tudor Hall will be on the right in the middle of the block.

Directions to Windsor Hall (181 Commonwealth Avenue) #6 on the map below:

- **From the Corner of Commonwealth and Dartmouth**: Make a left onto Commonwealth Avenue. Windsor Hall will be on the right in the middle of the block.
- **From Beacon Street**: Make a left at the first light onto Clarendon Street. Make a right at the second light onto Commonwealth Avenue. Go through one light and Windsor Hall will be on the right in the middle of the block.

Directions to Commonwealth Hall (260/262 Commonwealth Avenue) #5 on the map below:

- **From the Corner of Commonwealth and Dartmouth**: Make a left onto Commonwealth Avenue. At the third light, make a left onto Gloucester Street. Make your next immediate left to go the opposite direction on Commonwealth Avenue. Commonwealth Hall will be on the right in the middle of the block.
- **From Beacon Street**: Make a left at the 5th light onto Gloucester Street. At the third light, make a left onto Commonwealth Avenue. Commonwealth Hall will be on the right in the middle of the block.